Layer Cake Crumble Quilt Pattern

**Fabric Requirements**

One Cookie Exchange Layer Cake or thirty-six (eighteen light and eighteen dark) 10” squares (Fabric A) ½ yard binding (5623-22) 3 ½ yards backing (5626-11)

**Cutting**

Cut binding fabric into:

6 - 2 ½” x width of fabric strips (Fabric B)

**Block Assembly**

*Use ¼” seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.*

Divide the Fabric A squares into eighteen light prints and eighteen dark prints.

With right sides facing, layer one light Fabric A square and one dark Fabric A square.

Stitch ¼” away from the edge on opposite sides.

Layered Crumble Unit should measure 10” x 10”.

Make eighteen.

Cut the Layered Crumble Unit as shown.

- **Make seventy-two.** 4” x 7 ½” Square Units.
- **Make thirty-six.** 2” x 4” Dark Rectangles.
- **Make eighteen.** 2” x 2” Dark Squares.
- **Make thirty-six.** 2” x 4” Light Rectangles.
- **Make eighteen.** 2” x 2” Light Squares.
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Assemble two matching Square Units and one matching Rectangle Unit.
Partial Crumble Unit should measure 7 ½” x 9”.
Make thirty-six.

Assemble two matching Light Rectangles and one coordinating Dark Square.
Light Crumble Strip Unit should measure 2” x 9”.
Make eighteen.

Assemble two matching Dark Rectangles and one coordinating Light Square.
Dark Crumble Strip Unit should measure 2” x 9”.
Make eighteen.

Assemble two matching Partial Crumble Units and one different Light Crumble Strip Unit.
Crumble Block should measure 9” x 16”.
Pay close attention to unit placement.
Make eighteen.

Quilt Center
Assemble the Quilt Center.
Rotate every other Crumble Row.
Quilt Center should measure 51 ½” x 51 ½”.

Quilt Rows
Assemble three different Dark Crumble Strip Units and three different Crumble Blocks.
Crumble Row should measure 9” x 51 ½”.
Make six.

Finishing
Piece the Fabric B strips end to end for binding.
Quilt and bind as desired.